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About This Game

"A story of solitary people going with endless strategy."

Monads twists the typical hero-focused fantasy storyline to highlight oth 5d3b920ae0
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NOT RECOMMENDED Ratings 4/10 The game is quite fun, but the English localization is not good at all. Actually many of
the conversation scenes feels like they were translated using some sort of Korean/English dictionary lookup. This really breaks
the immersion into the game, and cause me to skip many of the lengthy conversations instead of trying to enjoy them. So I
would suggest getting a native English speaker or someone with good command of the language to do the English localization
instead. Until that is done, I would suggest stopping the lengthy pseudo English conversation, and just keep the user interface
translation in English. Anyway, keep up the good work in game development. I have enjoyed your game so far. However, I am
probably going to stop playing due to the poor English localization, as it totally destroy the atmosphere and story-line of this
game. Hopefully the developers will get a professional localization staff to really translate the game to English.. The game is
quite entertaining, the content is good enough. PROS: Good story, Nice characters. Interesting world. Feels like an Anime
fantasy series. CONS: The english localization is awful and the skill variety feels ridiculously complex for the simplicity of the
battles. I mean, you got like 985679 skills for each character but you won't ever need them. Just use "the one that kills stuff"
with any character and win the game. Also, many of the battle conditions are either not shown or explained correctly so the "kill
stuff " is always a valid path. Overall the story and art outweights, in my humble opinion, everything else. It feels a little "early
accessy", but fun.. No Reviews? That's a shame.well It's a SRPG Puzzle(like) that's fun to play. So play it. Real good. 8.1/10
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